Using the FSR Touch Screen Control System for Projection

The touch screen is mounted next to the blackboard/dry-erase board in most classrooms in Fox, Haley & Old Chapel.

Press the “Start” button to turn on the projector. Wait for 2 minutes for the projector to warm up.

Touch “Main PC” to project the Main PC (including DVD played on the main PC).

For Laptop, connect it to the HDMI or VGA cable near the lectern. Then touch the HDMI or VGA button on the control system for projection.

For Cable TV (in Fox Hall), touch the “Cable” button on the control system. Then use the CATV remote to select channels.

Note: Use the “Pic Mute” button to temporarily blank the projected screen. Touch it again when ready to show the screen to students.

For Audio control, use the volume knob on one of the BOSE speakers next the PC monitor.

Upon finishing, users must TURN OFF the projector by touching “System Power”.

The projector may not be turned on again until “Please stand by” box disappears.

For Video, Sound, or Display issues, please contact Media and Instructional Support at (804) 752-4711.

For Login, Network, Computer, or any other issues, please contact ITS at (804) 752-8500.